An amazing hand-crafted mosaic figure of Melted Disco Ball with a Pop Art design. Each creation is hand-made and is, therefore, a unique item. This figure is epitomised by having vivid colour, original design, and an attention to detail, all of which converge in a unique product appreciated by international Pop Art lovers.

Features:
- Figure with pink colour glass mosaic
- Dimensions: Width 12.2 in x Height 13.8 in x Depth 13.8 in
- Material: fiberglass resin
- Brand new and sh...

Price: $450 /item
Was: $750 /item

DESCRIPTION
An amazing hand-crafted mosaic figure of Melted Disco Ball with a Pop Art design. Each creation is hand-made and is, therefore, a unique item. This figure is epitomised by having vivid colour, original design, and an attention to detail, all of which converge in a unique product appreciated by international Pop Art lovers.

Features:
- Figure with pink colour glass mosaic
- Dimensions: Width 12.2 in x Height 13.8 in x Depth 13.8 in
- Material: fiberglass resin
- Brand new and sh...

DIMENSIONS
12.2"W x 13.8"D x 13.8"H

ART SUBJECTS: Abstract, Fashion, Interiors, Pop, Culture

CONDITION
Not Used, Original Condition Unaltered, No Imperfections

MATERIALS
Fiberglass, Glass, Mosaic

SHIPPING
Parcel Shipping - $299

LISTED BY
Pop Art Gallery in Ubud, Bali

CHAIRISH REFERENCE NUMBER
3379850

PRODUCT URL
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